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Abstract

Past accounting scandals (Transmile and Megan Media) and recent 2007/2008 global financial crisis have triggered the need for vibrant risk management and high quality of risk reporting through sound corporate governance. This study will measure risk management through the disclosure in the annual reports. It wishes to determine the presence of risk information within the annual report of non-financial companies in Malaysia. The objective of the study is to examine the relationship between corporate governance characteristics and risk disclosure practice. The corporate governance characteristics examined include board independence, the board size, board gender, auditor independence and auditor tenure. A total of 721 companies are expected to be analyzed based on the Bursa Malaysia list from 2008 to 2017. To determine the level of risk disclosure, this study will employ content analysis. Descriptive statistics and multiple regression will be used in this study to examine this relationship.
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1. Introduction

In general, the annual report is seen as a platform to convey beneficial information to the stakeholder and potential investor as it comprises both monetary and non-monetary information (Azlan et al., 2009). However, due to internal and external factors, the business environment is progressively volatile. Studies conducted by Ernst and Young (2014) and Gjerald and Lyngstad, (2015) found that, the main contributors to the volatility and uncertainties experienced by today business environments are instead because of non-financial risk than financial risk. Abdullah et al. (2015) also stated that many of the unexpected downfalls happened in business environments is not due to financial issues but rather cause by non-financial factors. Natural disasters, political unrest, changes in...
government policy, a conflict among countries, inconsistent in global consumer demand was argued to influence the survivability of companies (Abdullah et al., 2015).

Despite the importance of disclosing non-monetary information, it was documented that management is giving less focus on the disclosure of non-monetary information and rather focus on disclosing monetary risk management information (Lajili & Zéghal, 2005). The study also argued that by disclosing less non-financial risk information, it may misguide investors in making an informative decision. Cabedo & Tirado (2004) argued that, investors or potential investor usually make their investment or disinvestment decision by assessing the return of an investment project and the risk level associated with the company itself. It was highlighted in a situation whereby the investors could not identify the risk factor of the company, a proper judgment into the risk associated could not be made and this may lead the investor to make uninformed decision and cause severe loss to their investment (Abdullah et al., 2015).

Therefore, academicians and standard setters agreed that, to achieve high-quality corporate reporting, the management should not only emphasis on monetary information, but also the non-monetary risk information (ICAEW, 1999; CICA, 2009). Previous studies by (Solomon et al., 2000, 2011) agreed that the existence of extra risk management information will assist the investor in their portfolio investment decisions and indirectly reduce investor concern about the risk associated with companies (Orens & Lybaert, 2007). Therefore, in order to improve their decision making, investors have requested the management to voluntarily disclose risk management information especially related to non-monetary information as in some countries, the disclosure practice is still optional (Financial Reporting Council (FRC), 2011). The past result also showed that companies still reluctant to increase their risk management information disclosure (Ali, 2013). One of the arguments by the companies is, some of the information may commercially sensitive and can not be freely disclosed to the public as it may put the company in disadvantages situations (FRC, 2011). However, debates whether the company should continue to undisclosed such information is still ongoing as some of the opinion are opposed the idea.

Following the accounting dilemma faced by the companies, one of the solutions is to impose greater disclosure, as this will improve transparency and assist the user to come with an informed decision about the company performance (Linsley & Shrives, 2005). One of the significant and ongoing debates is whether the companies should enhance their transparency in their annual report as it was stated that shareholders and potential investors are receiving too little information about the company risk and the mitigation tools employed (Linsley & Shrives, 2005). It also suggested that a company
with good corporate governance tends to require their management to practice at the best interest of their shareholders by improving company risk mitigation tool and enhance understanding the company risk profile.

In response to upturn demand for better risk information disclosure has motivated past studies to further investigate factors who might affect the company risk disclosure (Saggar & Singh, 2017). However, these studies arguably experience some limitations who may open for further research. Firstly, most of the prior literature in this field tend to study the effect of company-specific characteristics with company risk disclosure (Azlan et al., 2009; Baroma, 2014; Oliveira et al., 2011; Madrigal et al., 2015) and less between corporate governance and disclosure. Therefore, this study intends to investigate the effect of corporate governance characteristics with risk disclosure as the study between these two variables is scarce (Abraham & Cox, 2007; Elshandidy et al., 2015; Oliveira, Rodrigues, et al., 2011) especially in emerging countries (Ntim et al., 2013; Saggar & Singh, 2017; Said Mokhtar & Mellett, 2013). The study on these variables will enrich the understanding of the effect of corporate governance on the risk disclosure by the company as it was argued that most of the corporate disclosure decision was decided by the board of the company (Beretta & Bozzolan, 2004).

The main objective of this study is to explore the amount of risk disclosure report by Malaysian listed companies in the financial and non-financial section of their annual reports. To achieve the research aim, this study will perform content analysis on both sections of the annual report to investigate the availability of risk disclosure and types of risk being disclosed by Malaysian listed companies. Besides, this study also aims to test the effect of corporate governance characteristics (board independence, the board size, board gender, auditor independence and auditor tenure) on company disclosure and at the same time to measure the level of risk associated with the companies according to the disclosure made.

This paper will be organised as follows. The first section of the study will deal with the introduction and background of corporate governance in Malaysia, followed by theoretical development and reviews of the literature on the second part of the study. In the third section of this study, the researcher will discuss the applied methodology and followed by a summary of the final section of this study.
11. Corporate governance and risk reporting environment in Malaysia

Famous accounting scandals such as Enron, Parmalat and WorldCom in the past have triggered the concern on the function of companies annual report as medium and source of information (Linsley & Shrives, 2000). However, on the bright side, these famous accounting scandals have given positive feedback on the development of risk disclosure as most of the company tends to consider to disclose extra information to the public. In Malaysia, the finest example of the failure of corporate governance can be portrayed through Transmile case back in 2006. It was stated that creative accounting is the root which leads to this accounting scandal where the revenue and profit of the company are purposely manipulated for the best interest of the company (Norwani et al., 2011). Transmile was accused to purposely overstated their revenue for three years in a row (2004, 2005 and 2006) and at the same time, they also being accused to purposely fabricated the amount of their property, plant and equipment as there is less evidence to support all the transaction (Abdullah Zaim, 2007). To conclude, Transmile scandal was caused by lower board monitoring on business and managerial activities, unreliable information in the annual report and the failure of the regulatory body to enforce sufficient regulation to listed companies in Malaysia (Norwani et al., 2011).

This crisis has raised awareness for the need better corporate governance systems in the company which sometimes only can be achieved through regulation implementation. Better corporate governance is crucial to secure shareholder interests and ensure the management objective is aligned with the interest of shareholders (Ghazali, 2004; Zadeh, 2015). Therefore, clear roles and responsibilities of the board of directors and managers are essential to assuring everyone is working at the best capacity of the company.

Akhtaruddin et al. (2009) argued that corporate governance could become a tool for internal control to reduce agency problems. It was stated, under comprehensive governance monitoring, the manager tendency to withhold information may be reduced which will lessen the manager opportunistic behavior and improve the information asymmetry which results in enhancing corporate disclosure (Ho & Shun Wong, 2001).

In Malaysia, the Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance (MCCG) was first introduced in March 2000 and had undergone through a series of the amendment to fulfill the need of current corporate governance issues (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009; MCCG, 2017). Also, Bursa Malaysia, who formerly known as Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
(KLSE), in January 2001, has instigated their own version of the listing rule code for listed companies in Malaysia. These codes rather focused on the need for transparency, accountability, internal control, board proportional, and directors’ reimbursement among listed companies in Malaysia. Akhtaruddin et al. (2009) also stated that, corporate governance indeed is an important mechanism used by the management to achieve corporate objectives while the disclosure is argued acting as a tool used by management to channel company performance to the public.

Besides, it was suggested that Companies Act of 1965 and Malaysian Accounting Standard Board (MASB) are the main standards who embody the corporate disclosure and reporting style of listed companies in Malaysia (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009). The Ninth Schedule of the companies Act 1965 mandated that all listed companies under Bursa Malaysia to prepare and submit all the related documents upon the annual general meeting. This is to ensure that all related information including the respective value of certain items is clearly included in the annual report align with the requirement of the standard. Companies Act 1965 also stated that the preparation of the annual report must be solely conducted by company directors. Besides, before the annual report being presented to the public, it is crucial for the annual report to be audited by qualified auditors to align with the requirement of the Act. Bursa Malaysia also adheres all the listed companies in Malaysia to comply with their listing rules of disclosure and reporting (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009).

To enhance the quality of reporting and disclosure among listed companies in Malaysia, the government of Malaysia has implemented several measures such as the introduction of the Financial Reporting Act back in 1997. Under this Act, MASB was promulgated with the main objective to govern and issue accounting standard related to disclosure. Before the MASB establishment, all the accounting standards in Malaysia were governed by two accounting professional bodies, namely the Malaysian Institute of Accountant (MIA) and the Malaysian Institute of Certified Public Accountants (MICPA). MIA is responsible to govern the accounting profession in Malaysia while MICPA is private accounting body who recognizes accounting profession professionally to all accountants in Malaysia (Susela, 1999). Nowadays, MASB is solely responsible to establish and present accounting standard according to the need and requirement of international standard. To ensure MASB working effectively and efficiently, Financial Reporting Foundation (FRF) was introduced under the capacity of the Financial Reporting Act 1997 to assist MASB in producing complete and functional standards for listed companies in Malaysia (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009). One of the FRF objectives is to oversee MASB performance and also act as a reviewer for the accounting standard.
govern and issued by MASB. However, FRF has no privilege to develop and issue accounting standard.

Prior literature has suggested that disclosure from the company is the mean way to create assurance among present and potential investor (Azlan et al., 2009). It also noted that company disclosure is associated with corporate governance whereby a company with sturdy governance have a higher tendency to disclose more information to attract investors. It is to note that previous studies have examined the relationship between governance and company value, however, only a few of the study to focus on the relationship between governance variables and company disclosure (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009; Chen & Jaggi, 2000). Therefore, this study will focus on examining the relationship between corporate governance mechanism and its effect on company disclosure.

1.2. Theoretical development

1.2.1. Agency theory

Throughout the years, various researchers have continued to further refine the meaning of agency theory to explain the current business environments. Among conducted studies, a study conducted by Fama & Jensen (1983) and Jensen & Meckling (1976) might probably offer the best explanation of the theory. Mallin (2007) suggested that agency theory is a relationship between the principal (markets) and agents (management) whereby the principal delegates the work to agents with expectations that the agents will work for the interest of principals. This is aligning with a study conducted by An et al. (2011) who also agreed that agency theory relationship could be portrayed through the relationship of company shareholders who acting as principals and management who acting as an agent. A study conducted by Jensen & Meckling (1976) revealed that the agency cost tends to rise due to a separate entity between shareholders and management. In addition, it also suggested that, the probability of conflict of interest to occur between agents is higher as there is a higher possibility of separation between ownership and management of the company.

It also explained that in a situation whereby the monitoring mechanism of shareholders and creditor is missing, the manager has the higher tendency to act in their own best interest by withholding or manipulating the relevant information by purposely disclosing misleading information to the market (Latham and Jacobs, 2000). Moreover, agency cost also occurred due to information asymmetry enjoy by the manager who capable to access extra information than shareholders (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Therefore, to
minimize agency cost between shareholders and managers, an optimal contract may be proposed as a means of aligning the objective between the two parties (Healy & Palepu, 2001). It also suggested, voluntary disclosure is another meaningful way to improve agency cost (Barako et al., 2006) as it tells the market that the company is performing well (Watson et al., 2002).

The finding of past studies has shown mix result of disclosure due to different determinants employed in the studies which this could be explained through the agency theory relationship (Azlan et al., 2009; Craven & Marston, 1999; Rajab & Schachler, 2009). It was argued that agency theory could assist an investor in planning proper mitigation tools as the theory is able to explain the relationship between the uncertainty and disclosure practice of the company (Zadeh, 2015). In a surveyed study conducted by Solomon et al. (2000) documented that one-third of the institutional investors agreed that the return on their investment is higher when the company is practicing higher disclosure. Moreover, it also stated that to improve agency cost, the company may employ effective corporate governance as monitoring mechanisms to overview managerial self-interest behavior. Therefore, by mean of improving risk disclosure practice, agency cost should be reduced by improving the relationship between shareholders and management.

1.2.2. Signalling theory

The phrase ‘signal’ was first introduced by Robert Jarvis in 1970 and further refined by Spence (1973) in order to explain market reactions. It was discussed that the company with positive performance has a higher tendency to enclose their future strategy to the market by disclosing their current company activities (Eccles et al. 2001). Spence (2002) defined signal as a form of information conveys by agents to the market who usually encloses the information of the company. In addition, the signal also is formed of multiple understanding signs which usually conveys by the agents to the principals (Aryani, 2016). It was found that, in higher information asymmetry market, it is typical to observe manager signaling activities to the market (Morris, 1987). The theory posits that due to the responsibility of the manager to disclose beneficial information to the market, the managers uniform to disclose extra risk information in the presented annual report (Haniffa & Cooke, 2002). Therefore, to have a high quality of the annual report, managers are then encouraged to disclose credible information to the market (Hughes, 1986).

Signal theory postulated that through disclosure practice of information by the company, the company able to signal its positive performance to the market (Zadeh, 2015).
Zadeh (2015) also stated that information disclosed by the company is a mean way of signaling the market on the company performance especially in today volatile business environment. In addition, it also documented that the share price of the company could increase due to information disclosure by the company as it directly associated with the capital market (Zadeh, 2015). In addition, the study also found that management remuneration is also reflected through disclosure practice by the company as higher disclosure of information indicated the positive performance of the company (Singhvi & Desai, 1971). Moreover, it also noted that a profitable company has greater motivation to signal to the market as a meaning of acquiring market share (Wallace et al. 1994; Wallace & Naser, 1995).

However, in a real business situation, the managers have the option either to disclose or withhold information (Ali, 2013). In some situation, the manager may be reluctant or purposely send wrong information to the market which is totally opposite to the actual situation (Aryani, 2016). Estrada (2011) argued that vague signal can be categorized as non-verifiable statements whereby this kind of information can be existing in the form of neutral attributes (neither positive nor negative or good or bad) within the annual report. Aryani (2016) also revealed that the company may purpose to disclose vague information to the market to mask their low performance. Besides, past studies also argued that it is challenging to attain the manager true attention based on the information discloses in the annual report. Therefore, this study will employ signal theory as a meaningful way to explain the nature of risk information disclosed by Malaysian listed companies in Malaysia.

2. Hypothesis Development

The main objective of this study is to examine the effect of corporate governance on risk disclosure practice among Malaysian listed companies. This study identified five corporate governance determinants who potentially influenced risk disclosure practice. Therefore, the hypothesis developments in relation to independent variables are stated as follows:

2.1. Board independence

The presence of independent directors on the board arguably improved the agency problem faced by the companies as it will act as the connecting party who fills the information gap between the managers and the management. It was argued that the
role of independent directors and the structure of the board play an essential role in improving owner-manager conflicts (Weisbach & Hermalin, 2000). However, the effectiveness of independent directors to encourage disclosure practice could only be achieved if they are able to execute their role properly (Fama & Jensen, 1983).

A study conducted by Akhtaruddin et al. (2009) suggested that the composition of the board is playing a vital role in determining the effectiveness of corporate governance of the company as a mean of reducing agency conflict. While, Elshandidy et al. (2013) also documented that company voluntary and mandatory disclosure is heavily influenced through the proportion of independent director. A study conducted in the UK found that, the presence of independent directors on the board has enhanced the disclosure motivation and at the same time reduce the agency cost (Abraham & Cox, 2007). In addition, managerial opportunistic behavior is argued could be reduced through effective monitoring from independent directors (Florackis & Ozkan, 2008; Kiel & Nicholson, 2003; Williams et al., 2006). While, it also argued the company transparency could be improved with the presence of a higher degree of independent directors (Sheila et al., 2011).

Despite the positive impact of independent directors to company disclosure practice, a study conducted by Gul & Leung (2004) documented that a higher proportion of independent director also contributed to lower disclosure practice by the company due to complex board hierarchy. It was argued that, this is caused by dissimilar objective sharing between independent director and manager who cause the decision making to become complicated (Demb & Neubauer, 1992). In addition, it also might contribute by other issues, such as the failure of the board to monitor the manager efficiently who finally contributed to increasing information asymmetry (Lin, Pope, & Young, 2003). It also noted that, in the presence of higher directorship ownership, the power of an independent director to influence company disclosure practice may lower (Leung & Horwitz, 2004).

It is documented that with the involvement of a higher percentage of independent directors on the board, the shareholder could anticipate higher voluntary disclosure practice by the companies (Leftwich, Watts and Zimmerman, 1981). It is also expected that the quality of disclosure will enhance the involvement of external directors on the board (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009; Chen & Jaggi, 2000). It was suggested that the presence of external auditor and director plays a vital role in corporate governance as it will encourage the company to disclose sufficient and quality information to the market. A company may experience a higher level of disclosure in the presence of an
extra external director. Therefore, following the arguments, the following hypothesis is formulated:

H1: There is a positive relationship between a higher proportion of independent director on board and risk disclosure practice in Malaysian listed companies.

2.2. Board size

It was revealed that the company level of disclosure is a strategic decision made by the board of the company. As the higher level of management in the company, the board of directors is responsible to establish policies and effective strategies for the best interest of the company which later was executed by the managers (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009). It was documented that, a higher number of directors present on the board would improve the information asymmetry (Chen & Jaggi, 2000). It was stated companies with large board size are having more agent to oversee managerial behavior to improve internal control issues and promote disclosure. It also realized that directors in larger board size usually present with a different background of expertise which makes it beneficial for the company (Sheila et al., 2011). However, it is to note that a larger board size does not necessarily come with positive impact. For example, companies in the UK prefer to have a smaller board rather due to a larger board complex hierarchical which lead to diminishing communication between the two parties (Guest, 2008). Meanwhile, Zaluki and Wan Hussin (2009) revealed that the size of the board was not affected the quality of financial disclosure among Malaysian public companies. In addition, it also mentioned that a complex board structure and large board tend to associate with ineffective communication and coordination who lead to poor decision making (Akhtaruddin et al., 2009).

Agency theory argued corporate governance mechanisms play a vital role in the effort to improve the agency conflict where this can be implemented through extra monitoring from directors to the management of the company (Ntim et al., 2013). It was suggested the board must consist of at least 7-8 members for it works effectively (Florackis & Ozkan, 2008; Jensen, 1993). Besides, it was documented that a larger board is rather experienced in handling various situations and capable to improve transparency due to the various background of their directors (Nuhu & Hussani, 2017; Xie et al., 2003). Therefore, this study expected that:

H2: There is a negative relationship between larger board size and risk disclosure practice in Malaysian listed companies.
2.3. Board gender

A study conducted by Al-Shaer & Zaman (2016) in sustainability disclosure documented that multi-gender board is affecting the quality of the sustainability report. It was argued that female director, either independent or non-independent, due to their respective personality, communications skills and expertise tend to demand transparent sustainability report (Al-Shaer & Zaman, 2016; Liao et al., 2015). In addition, problem-solving skill among multi-gender board is rather efficient due to the richness of directors’ experience. Despite the possibility of a positive impact of multi-gender board and reporting quality, it was argued that, the size of the board is playing an important role in determining the company corporate disclosure practice (Michelon & Parbonetti, 2012).

It has been posited that the presence of multi-gender director on board plays an essential role in influencing company transparency. One of the positive impacts of multi-gender board especially in a large company is, they will encourage for quality disclosure while in small companies, this type of board will encourage the collection of internal information among users (Gul et al., 2011). It is also documented that, the presence of female directors on board will enhance the quality of a board meeting which will affect the disclosure decision by the company (Al-Shaer & Zaman, 2016). Besides, it also revealed that an issue which not discussed among all-male directors were openly discussed in the multi-gender board (Clarke, 2005; Huse & Solberg, 2006). Joy (2008) also studied that, in the multi-gender board, the communication between boards and users is rather effective, allowing for greater information exchange between the two parties.

However, despite the advantages of multi-gender board, it was studied that multi-gender board also contributed to increasing conflict among directors due to their different roles and backgrounds (Boone & Hendriks, 2009; Mannix & Neale, 2005). This is aligned with the study conducted by Ray (2005) who found that one of the factors who contributed to conflict among multi-gender directors is due to varied ideology and background. The same study also found that, there is a higher possibility for the multi-gender board to choose safe harbor decision to reduce conflict among them. Thus, this study posited that, the multi-gender board will be likely to contribute to higher disclosure by the company.

H₃: There is a positive relationship between multi-gender board and risk disclosure practice in Malaysian listed companies.
2.4. Auditor independence

To ensure a credible report is issued, a qualified opinion present by the auditor must be free from internal and external intimidation. This as a mean of ensuring the annual report presentation to the public is truthful and capable in explaining the situation associated by the company to find an effective solution for the risk associated (Barizah Abu Bakar et al., 2005). It was found that most of the auditor independence studies were conducted in the financial restatement and financial reporting quality and the result found that the independent auditor does lower the financial restatement which improves the quality of information (Wahab et al., 2014). Tepalagul & Lin (2015) agreed that Big 4 auditors are generally more independent than non-Big 4 auditors as they underwent professional training which makes them more adept with variety company situation (Carcello & Nagy, 2004). It also argued that Big 4 auditors have a higher tendency to influence the company disclosure due to their degree of independence, experience and skill degree of influence on company disclosure due to their degree of independence, experience and skill (Krishnan, 2003).

It was found that the auditor ‘independence’ is closely related to the audit fee imposed by the audit firms (Stanley & Todd DeZoort, 2007). Previous studies found that, in an effort to attain a new client, the auditor may purposely engage in low balling tactics whereby they charge the audit service fee rather below the market price (Sankaraguruswamy & Whisenant, 2003). It is expected that, by engaging in such tactics, auditor independence may be impaired which later will affect the company disclosure practice. It was noted that Big 4 audit firms usually imposed higher audit fees than non-Big 4 audit firms due to their facilities and auditors background (Tang et al., 2016). It was argued that the differences employed in term of quality between auditors in Big 4 audit firms and non-Big 4 audit firms may determine the quality of disclosure. Therefore, it was posited that auditor independence may affect the company risk disclosure practice among listed companies in Malaysia.

\[ H_4: \text{There is a positive relationship between auditor independence the level of risk disclosure practice in Malaysian listed companies.} \]

2.5. Auditor tenure

Based on the case study in tea factories in Kenya, it was revealed that duration of auditor stay is significantly influenced company disclosure practice (Chepkorir, 2013). It was found that long auditor tenure will lower the probability for the auditor independence
to be impaired (Chepkorir, 2013). A study conducted by Barizah Abu Bakar et al. (2005) argued that longer auditor tenure is rather familiar with the risk associated with the company which later will assist in producing a comprehensive annual report to aid market in making an informative decision. In contrast, it is noted that short auditor tenure has a higher probability to impair their own independence which affects the audit quality and quality of information embedded (Chepkorir, 2013). However, it was found that unsystematic audit procedure often incurred by long audit tenure which this is arguable will affect the company risk report (Mautz & Sharaf, 1961). While Carcello & Nagy, (2004) and Ghosh & Moon (2005) in another context found that financial reporting fraudulent is positively caused by short tenure auditor.

Based on the AAERS (Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Release) report issues by SEC, it was found that, in the first three years of auditors tenure, the possibility of financial fraud in the companies is higher which indicated the importance of the period of auditor stay (Carcello & Nagy, 2004). A similar study also did not find any evidence who stated that longer auditor period may contribute to company misconduct. However, Stanley & Todd DeZoort (2007) studied that throughout the period of auditors stay, the quality of financial report and audit practices will increase. Moreover, it also suggested that company market performance such as stock rankings and return may be influenced through the relationship between auditor tenure and company misconduct. Therefore, this study expected that longer auditor period stay will influence the company disclosure.

H₃: There is a positive relationship between longer auditor tenure and risk disclosure practice in Malaysian listed companies.

3. Methodology

In particular, this study intends to choose the quantitative method as the main approach in the effort to explain the disclosure trend and the relationship between corporate governance and risk disclosure practice among listed companies in Malaysia. To assess the level of risk disclosure practice among listed companies in Malaysia, this study will employ content analysis. Krippendorff (2004) stated that content analysis is a method of answering the research question and objectives formulated by the study through replicable and acceptable deduction from the information extract. Mohammadi (2017) and Smith & Taffler (2000) highlighted that content analysis can be segregated into two, ‘form oriented’ and ‘meaning oriented’. However, this study will employ ‘meaning oriented’ whereby potential themes are identified through the set of the keyword in
sentences (Bamber & McMeeking, 2010). In addition, this approach also includes the analysis of negative and positive phrases identifies from the sentences. This method of sentence analysis is arguably aligned with the study conducted by (Azlan et al., 2009; Linsley et al., 2006; Farahnaz Orojali Zadeh et al., 2016) as it was agreed that the extract data is rather precise, reliable and competence (Mline & Adler, 1999).

The samples intend to be investigated in this study including all the non-financial companies listed in Bursa Malaysia from 2008 to 2017 (10 years). However, this study will exclude companies who listed in the financial, open and close fund and insurance industries. It was stated that financial industries have their own set of rule and regulation who govern and issued by Central Bank of Malaysia which abide with institutional Bank and finance Act 1989 (Rahmat & Mohd Iskandar, 2004; Abd Aziz, Mohd Iskandar & Mohd Saleh, 2006). While, for financial and insurance companies, it was stated this two type of industries are having their format of the annual report and set of users (Mohd Isa, 2006). There are about 940 companies listed in Bursa Malaysia in 2017. However, this study only analyses the company with a complete set of the annual report which aligns with the study conducted by (Zadeh et al., 2016). This study allowed the researcher to have a clear picture of the level of risk disclosure by listed companies in Malaysia. Therefore, samples of 721 companies listed in Bursa Malaysia are expected to be analyzed (after excluding financial institutions and insurance companies) in order to determine the level of risk disclosure among listed companies in Malaysia.

3.1. Measuring the independent variables

**Board independence (BID):** Board independence is the magnitude of the independent directors on the board (Yunos, 2011). For the purpose of this study, the proportion of independent directors will be manually calculated and collected from the respective annual reports. This method is consistent with a study conducted by Macchioni, Allini and Rossi (2014), and Allini, Manes Rossi and Hussainey (2016).

**Board size (BSze):** Board size can be defined as the total number of directors who sits on the board (Ronnie Lo, 2010). Studies conducted by Ahmed and Duellman (2007), Krishnan and Visvanathan (2008) and Lam and Lee (2008) also employed a similar method in computing the board size, whereby the data were manually collected from annual reports.

**Board Gender (BGdr):** Board gender diversity arguably capable to improve the company disclosure quality and enhance the company performance by enclosing rich information to users (Boone & Hendriks, 2009; Ray, 2005). Therefore, to measure
board gender diversity, this study will employ two alternatives: (1) the number of female directors on the board and (2) the number of independent female directors on the board. This is in alignment with studies conducted by Gul, Srinidhi and Ng, (2011) and Al-Shaer and Zaman (2016) that employed the same method in measuring board gender.

**Auditor Independence (AUIND):** To measure auditors’ independence, this study will employ the audit fee as studied by Stanley and Todd DeZoort (2007) and Tang, Chen and Lin (2016) to determine the effect of auditor independence to risk disclosure practices. Therefore, auditor independence will be measured by dividing the audit fees with total assets (Tang et al., 2016).

**Audit tenure (AUTNR):** Audit firm-client relationship is measured through the number of years the audit firms have been working with clients in performing the audit task. This method is aligned with the study conducted by Ball et al. (2015).

### 4. Conclusions

This study intends to investigate the determinants of corporate governance mechanisms who may affect the company risk disclosure practice. It is arguably stated that most of earlier disclosures studies tend to disclose qualitative information and rather focus on the past news. This has motivated the current study to further investigate the level of risk disclosure practice by Malaysian listed companies and extend the current literature by determining the determinants who may affect risk disclosure practice by focusing the narrative section of the annual report in an effort of explaining the disclosure phenomena.

It was argued that most of the company tend to disclosure their risk information on the non-financial section of the annual report such as chairman statement. However, in some study, it was found that some of the companies may conduct extra effort by providing separate sections such as Management, Discussion, and Analysis and Operation Review to disclose risk information. The outcome of this study is expected to be beneficial to researchers who especially interested in corporate disclosure area, the professional bodies and standard setters to keep updating on the factors who might affect risk disclosure in Malaysia. Risk is arguably will continue to exist in a volatile business environment and an effective mitigation tool may come handy to improve transparency and reduce information asymmetry.
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